
For any size or shape,  
any sealing problem or challenge,  

we have the solution for you.

We are proud to be the leading supplier 
of capliners in the United States.

The Best Source
for All Your Capliner Requirements

There are Three basic Types  
of capliners

foaM 
Most foam liners are white, .030" thick, and non-printed. 
(Other thicknesses are available.) They’re made of a three-
ply, co-extruded material. This consists of a low-density 
polyethylene core sandwiched between two solid layers of 
low-density polyethylene. This type of liner does not adhere 
to the landing of the jar. It creates a seal by compressing the 
foam between the cap and the landing of the jar.

pressUre sensiTiVe
A pressure sensitive foam liner has an adhesive on one side 
that will stick to the landing of the container. The adhesive is 
activated only by the twisting action created when screwing 
the cap tightly to the landing of the jar. This prevents the 
adhesive from interfering with handling the liners prior to 
insertion in the cap. It also provides a tamper-evident seal as 
the liner can not be reapplied after removal. This type of liner 
is normally printed on the non-adhesive side “Sealed for Your 
Protection”. The imprint also helps to distinguish between the 
adhesive and non-adhesive side during insertion. It can be 
printed in black or red ink. Black is the most common color.

heaT inDUcTion
Heat induction liners are made of a clear polymer adhesive layer 
laminated to a foil. A backing material of either foam or pulp is 
adhered to the primary foil in one of two ways. A two-piece wax 
bond allows the backing material (usually pulp) to remain in the 
cap as a secondary liner after the cap has been removed for the 
first time. One piece adhesive bond remains fully on the landing 
after the initial cap removal. After the cap and liner is placed 
on the filled container, the container is passed under the heat 
induction unit which emits an electromagnetic field, melting the 
polymer and sealing the container.
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QUaliTy WiThoUT 
coMproMise since 1946
Our excellent customer service, outstanding 
quality and quick lead times continue to be the 
driving force at MFI Capliners.

Contact us for your next capliner requirement. 
We know you will be pleased with the results.



conTacT Us for yoUr nexT 
sealing reQUireMenT
We are here for you. We have the capacity to 
meet your capliner requirements whether you need 
2,500 liners or 25,000,000 or more. We have the 
experience to assist you in finding a solution to your
sealing requirements.

any Type of liner MaTerial
We can make your liners from all available liner 
materials, as well as special application requirements 
that call for Teflon, closed-cell sponge, rubber, 
silicone, aromatic fuel and oil resistant materials, etc. 
Whatever material you specify, we can deliver.

cUsToM sizes anD shapes 
Non-standard millimeter cap sizes, ovals, rectangles, 
squares, octagons, triangles, ring seals in either 
thin or wide wall configuration, offset plunger holes, 
single or multiple pull tabs, etc. Any shape that 
your container cap is molded to, we can design the 
perfect seal for you.

coMpaTible liner MaTerials 
Work WiTh all conTainer Types
If your container is made from polypropylene, HDPE, 
PET, PVC, PS, glass, metal or any other type of 
material, we can help you find a sealing solution.
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The perfecT fiT eVery TiMe

We can seal any size  
or shape of conTainer


